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We present a new method of calculating intertwining operators between principal
series representations of semisimple Lie groups G. Working in the compact real-
ization we find the eigenvalues of the operators on the K-types, and give several
examples. Among the advantages of our method is its applicability to bundle-
valued cases.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
0. Introduction
Intertwining operators of various forms play an important role in the
theory of representations of semisimple Lie groups. This is in particular the
case for principal series representations, where intertwinors have been
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applied to classification and unitary questions. In the Knapp-Stein theory,
one starts with a non-compact realization of the principal series in which
the intertwinors appear as singular integral operators depending on a
parameter. Analytic continuation in the parameter is then performed in a
compact picture. On the other hand, all information is also encoded in the
behavior of intertwinors on the K-isotypic submodules. In this work we
present a new way of constructing intertwining operators between principal
series representations induced from maximal parabolic subgroups P, in the
case where K-types occur with multiplicity at most 1. The method amounts
to setting up an apparatus which will calculate explicitly the spectra of the
operators; i.e., the eigenvalues on each K-type. The search for these eigen-
values is by no means a new project (at least in the spherical, or line bundle
case, in which one induces from a 1-dimensional representation). Notable
progress along these lines, in the spherical case, was made by Johnson and
Wallach for rank one groups, and more recently by Kostant and Sahi, in
connection with the Capelli identity. In our approach, one is excused from
some of the hard work; for example, that of computing radial parts of dif-
ferential operators. This would be a formidable undertaking in the bundle-
valued case, and the fact that we can bypass some of this analysis is related
to the relative utility of our apparatus in the bundle case.
An important application of the results obtained from the spectrum
generating technique is to the determination of composition series of prin-
cipal series representations. This, of course, should be a consequence of any
analysis of the intertwinors, together with some analysis of irreducibility
questions for the subquotients obtained from the (rational) spectral func-
tion. We include a brief discussion of irreducibility questions here, and
present a method of deriving strong irreducibility results based on the
spectrum-generating process. But we shall not make exhaustive lists of
composition series or prove comprehensive irreducibility theorems here;
rather, we regard the formula for the spectrum as being of central interest.
Indeed, much of the job of computing composition series is routine given
the spectral function.
Among other potential applications are connections to sharp inequalities
describing embeddings of Sobolev, Folland-Stein, and other natural
Banach spaces connected to the differential geometry of the various GP. In
fact, the connection to inequalities of Sobolev embedding and Moser-
Trudinger type, and to the functional determinants of Laplace type
operators, has been made in work of Beckner [Be] and of Branson
[Bra2]. For the group SO0(n+1, 1), the Knapp-Stein singular integral
operators mentioned above are really convolutions |x|** by powers of the
distance |x| from the origin in Rn, for appropriate *. Beckner moved the
corresponding sharp Sobolev embedding theory of Lieb [L] to the com-
pact picture, where the intertwinor eigenvalues discussed above appear
164 branson, o lafsson, and o% rsted
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explicitly, and performed an ``endpoint differentiation'' in the * parameter
to obtain an exponential class inequality of Moser-Trudinger type. [Bra2]
makes the connection among the principal series intertwinor eigenvalues,
sharp inequalities, and functional determinants. All this is basically an
application to Riemannian conformal geometry; but similar applications
to other geometries, for example CR (tangential Cauchy-Riemann) are
possible.
To explain briefly what our method amounts to, we take a small pilot
model, G=SO0(2, 1) (which is locally isomorphic to SL(2, R)). This will
necessarily understate our case, since this model works equally easily from
all available points of view. The principal series is realized as a multiplier
action on functions on the circle, with K-finite functions eijt. Elements of
the Lie algebra g of G acts as first-order differential operators on the
circle. As the principal series parameter changes, these operators change
by constant multiples of an order zero operator. Specifically, for the
generator of one noncompact direction in g, the operators in question are
sin t(ddt)+(r+(12)) cos t, where r is the parameter (really a normaliza-
tion of * above). It is easy to see that one has a commutator relation
[&(ddt)2, cos t]=2 sin t(ddt)+cos t, (0.1)
as well as a recursion relation
(cos t) eijt= 12 (e
i( j+1) t+ei ( j&1) t). (0.2)
Now (0.2) is the basis for writing down explicitly the action of the Lie
algebra on the K-finite functions (in addition to the formula for the
differentiation of the functions eijt along the vector fields from the Lie
algebra); and from this one can calculate the eigenvalues of an intertwining
operator. Many standard techniques are sophisticated versions of this latter
approach; to use these, one needs at least recursion formulas like (0.2). The
approach we take can be described as a sophisticated version of (0.1). This
requires no recursion relations or knowledge of the structure of K-types
and products of K-finite vectors. Being K-covariant, (0.1) is actually a
calculation that can be carried out at the identity element of K (here, the
circle), and hence it is a Lie algebra relation. The analogue of (0.2)
becomes more difficult to obtain and work with for more general groups,
while the complexity of (0.1) remains more or less constant upon passage
to more sophisticated settings; its use just requires the calculation of
Casimir operators for various subgroups of K. In the general case, the term
&(ddt)2 in (0.1) is replaced by a certain second order element of the
enveloping algebra U(k), and cost t is replaced by the Lie algebra cocycle
defining the induced action.
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Back in the pilot model, we generate spectra as follows. For r # C, we
desire a K-invariant operator A2r with the property that
A2r(sin t(ddt)+(&r+ 12) cos t)=(sin t(ddt)+(r+
1
2) cos t) A2r . (0.3)
Let +j (r) be the eigenvalue of the desired A2r on eijt. Now compress each
side of both (0.1) and (0.3) to an operator from Ceijt to Cei( j+1) t ; i.e.,
restrict on the left and project on the right. (Here we have used a selection
rule, the fact that ((1) (&1)) ( j )=( j+1) ( j&1), with the usual
weight arithmetic notation, to identify the possible K-type ``targets''. The
analogous tool in general is just the K-decomposition of sV for a general
irreducible K-module V, s being a Cartan complement for k in g.) The
compression Cj, j+1 applied to (0.1) gives
(( j+1)2&j 2) Cj, j+1(cos t)=Cj, j+1(2 sin t(ddt)+cos t),
so
Cj, j+1(sin t(ddt))=jCj, j+1(cos t);
this dismisses the vector field from the discussion, and reduces us to con-
sideration of the cocycle. Now compressing (0.3), we get
( j&r+ 12) +j+1(r) Cj, j+1(cos t)=( j+r+
1
2) +j (r) Cj, j+1(cos t).
This equation is implied by (or, given appropriate results of irreducibility
type, asserting the possibility of implementing the selection rule with the
cocycle, is equivalent to)
( j&r+ 12) +j+1(r)=( j+r+
1
2) +j (r). (0.4)
Now the cocycle too is dismissed, a recursive calculation of +j (r) ensues,
and we arrive at the rational-in-r spectral function
+j (r)=
1 ( j+ 12+r) 1 (
1
2&r)
1 ( j+ 12&r) 1 (
1
2+r)
,
in which the normalization +0(r)=1 is chosen. It is now straightforward to
use the poles and zeros of this function determine composition structure
(modulo irreducibility considerations).
(0.4) and its analogues in the general case are the reason for the term
spectrum generating; they convert differences of eigenvalues of elements of
U(k) (realized in a representation, as spectrum generating operators) into
quotients of intertwinor eigenvalues. Everything is written in terms of
&(ddt)2 (or more generally, the spectrum generating operator P), and
cos t (or more generally, the cocycle). The eigenvalues of P, i.e. Casimir
166 branson, o lafsson, and o% rsted
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data, plus the selection rule, giving the K decomposition of the sV, are
the only input; both are just matters of abstract compact representation
theory.
In Section 1, we standardize notation and terminology. In Section 2, we
prove the commutator relation which generalizes (0.1), and the spectrum
generating relation generalizing (0.4). In Section 3, we work out the
spectral functions for several classes of GP and large classes of bundles
(inducing representations of P). In Section 4, we take up irreducibility
questions. In Section 5, we discuss the complementary series and measure
its ``width'' using the spectrum generating operator. Our main results are
the basic commutator relation, Theorem 2.3, which allows us to reproduce
infinitesimal representations from their cocycles; the consequence (2.17) of
this relation, which allows us to generate the rational spectral function from
compact Casimir data; Theorems 3.1, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8, giving the
spectral functions for infinite classes of bundle-valued representations
for special groups; Theorem 4.6 on irreducibility; and Remark 5.4 on the
width of the complementary series.
1. Representations Induced from a Maximal Parabolic Subgroup
1.a. Preliminaries
Let G be a connected, noncompact semisimple Lie group with finite cen-
ter, and K be a maximal compact subgroup. Let % be a Cartan involution
on G which is the identity on K, and let g=l+s be the corresponding
Cartan decomposition of g. Let Nmin be a maximal simply connected nil-
potent subgroup of G, and let Amin be a maximal vector subgroup of G
with Ad Amin consisting of semisimple elements normalizing Nmin ; then
G=KAminNmin is an Iwasawa decomposition of G. For each : # a*min , set
g:=[X # g: [H, X]=:(H ) X for all H # amin].
7=[: # a*min: :{0, g:{0] is the set of restricted (g, amin) roots; if : # 7
and g:/nmin , we declare : to be positive. We denote the set of positive
roots by 7+. Let 4/7+ be the set of simple roots, and let (amin)+ be the
open cone
[H # amin : :(H)>0 for all : # 4].
The Weyl group of (g, amin) is W(amin)=M$minMmin , where Mmin and M$min
are respectively the centralizer and normalizer of amin in K. The minimal
parabolic subgroup corresponding to our choices is Pmin=MminAminNmin .
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The exponential map is a diffeomorophism of amin onto Amin ; if a # Amin and
& # (amin)*C , let
a&=e&(log a).
1.b. Parabolic Subgroups
We would like to briefly describe standard parabolic and maximal
parabolic subgroups; see [Va, Vo, J2] for more details. If F4, we put
7F=7 & Z } F and 7+F =7F & 7
+. Let
lF=mmin+amin+ :
: # 7 F
g: ,
nF= :
: # 7+"7 F
+
g: ,
n F=%nF= :
: # 7 +"7F
+
g&: ,
pF=lF+nF ,
aF=[H # amin : :(H )=0, all : # F].
Here mmin is the Lie algebra of Mmin . Let mF be the orthogonal comple-
ment of aF in lF , relative to the positive definite product &B( } , % } ). Note
that as F increases (in the sense of set inclusion), lF , mF , and pF increase,
while nF , n F , and aF decrease. If F=<, then mF=mmin , nF=nmin ,
and aF=amin ; pF is then the minimal parabolic subalgebra pmin=
mmin+amin+nmin . If F=4, then pF=g. For general F, pF is called a
standard parabolic subalgebra. A standard maximal parabolic subalgebra pF
arises from the choice F=4"[:] for some : # 4. We set NF=exp nF and
AF=exp aF . The centralizer LF of aF in G has Lie algebra lF , and there is
a unique group MF with Lie algebra mF such that LF is the direct product
MF AF . (Alternatively, we could let M0 be the analytic subgroup corre-
sponding to mF , and set MF=MminM0 , LF=MF AF .) If F=<, then
NF=Nmin , AF=Amin , and MF=Mmin . The standard parabolic subgroup
corresponding to pF is then
PF=MF AFNF ; (1.1)
if F has the form 4"[:], then PF is a standard maximal parabolic subgroup.
(1.1) is the Langlands decomposition of PF . From now on, we assume that
F{4, and drop the subscript F from the notation. Though we have not
defined parabolic subalgebras or subgroups in general, all which contain
pmin or Pmin are conjugate to the standard objects defined above; therefore,
168 branson, o lafsson, and o% rsted
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we shall study the standard objects, but drop the word ``standard'' from the
terminology. Note that we have
A/Amin , N/Nmin , M & K#Mmin , P#Pmin . (1.2)
1.c. Parabolic Induction
Consider a parabolic subgroup P with Langlands decomposition MAN,
and let (*, V*) be a (not necessarily unitary) finte-dimensional represen-
tation of M. (Note that the restriction * |K & M is unitarizable, since K is
compact.) Let \ be half the sum of the positive (g, a) roots; i.e.,
\= 12 tr(ad H) |n , H # a.
Consider the space E(G; *, &) of C functions
F : G  V* with F( gman)
=a&&&\*(m)&1 F(g), g # G, m # M, a # A, n # N, (1.3)
and the left regular action of G on this space:
(u*, &(g) F)(g$)=(LgF )(g$)=F( g&1g$), g, g$ # G, F # E(G ; *, &).
Since G=KAminNmin=KMmin AminNmin=KPmin=KP, a function F #
E(G ; *, &) is determined by its restriction f=F |K to K. By (1.2), restriction
to K sets up a one-to-one correspondence of E(G; *, &) with the space
E(K; * |K & M) of C functions
f : K  V* with f (km)=*(m)&1 f (k), k # K, m # K & M.
In particular, as a K module, E(G ; *, &)$E(K ; * |K & M) is independent of
&. When it is convenient, we shall use this identification to make u*, & act
in the compact picture; i.e., on E(K, * |K & M). Similar considerations apply
to the K-finite subspace EK (G ; *, &)$K EK(K ; * |K & M), which for our pur-
poses may be defined as

: # K
E(K ; * | K & M ; :),
where E(K ; * |K & M ; :) is the :-isotypic component of E(K, * |K & M).
It is useful to have a formula relating the actions of the various u*, & in
the compact picture. Use the Iwasawa decomposition to write
G=K(Amin & M)(Nmin & M) AN,
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and let }, :, and ; be, respectively, the projections on the K, A, and
(Amin & M)(Nmin & M) factors. If f # E(K, * |K & M) corresponds to
E(G; *, &) under the above identification,
(u*, &(g) f )(k)=F(g&1k)=:(g&1k)&&&\ *(;(g&1k)&1) f (}(g&1k))
=:(g&1k)&&&\ (u*, &\(g) f )(k)
=:(k&1g&1k)&&&\ (u*, &\(g) f )(k), g # G, k # K. (1.4)
In particular,
(u*, &(k$) f )(k)=f ((k$)&1 k), k, k$ # K;
that is, the K module structure of EK (K, * |K & M) is given by the left regular
action.
1.d. Bundle Viewpoint
There is an alternative, but still standard, view of the above in terms of
vector bundles. First note that the spaces K(K & M) and GP are canoni-
cally identified. Specifically, the map
K(K & M)  GP, k(K & M) [ kP, (1.5)
is one-to-one, since K & P=K & M. But (1.5) is also onto, since kanP=kP
for k # K, a # Amin , n # Nmin . The projection map G  GH of any
homogeneous space (for example, K  K(K & M) or G  GP) is a principal
fibration with structure group H (K & M and P in our examples). Given a
principal fibration P wH X (P, X smooth manifolds) and a finite-
dimensional representation (_, V_) of its structure group H, there is a
vector bundle V_=H__ V_ associated to, or induced by _. The space of
smooth sections of V_ is canonically identified with a space of smooth
equivariant functions on X; see, e.g., [Vo, 93] for details. In our examples,
we get the spaces E(K; * |K & M) and E(G; *, &) above.
1.e. Infinitesimal Viewpoint
The infinitesimal representation of g corresponding to u*, & is the Lie
algebra homomorphism
U*, & : g  End E(G; *, &), (U*, &(X ) F )(g)=
d
dt } t=0 F(exp(&tX ) g).
Though different U*, & act on different spaces of P-equivariant functions
on G, they act on the same K module of K & M-equivariant functions on
170 branson, o lafsson, and o% rsted
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K; in particular, it is legitimate to speak of the difference U*, &&U*, &$ as a
map (though not a homomorphism) from g to End E(K ; * |K & M). By (1.4),
((U*, &&U*, &$)(X ) f )(k)=(&&&$)(:((Ad k&1) X )) f (k), (1.6)
where : is the projection
k+(m & amin)+a+n  a.
The most convenient algebraic structure in the study of induced representa-
tions is that of a (g, K )-module; see, e.g., [Vo]. Here our (g, K ) module is
given by the action of (U*, & , u*) on EK(K; *K & M), where u* is a common
name for the restrictions of the u*, & to K.
1.f. Cocycles
The expression multiplying f (k) on the right in (1.6) is called a cocycle,
by virtue of (1.8) below. If & # a*C , we define
|(&)(X )(k) :=&(:((Ad k&1) X )). (1.7)
Since a is Ad M-invariant, |(&)(X ) is a right-M-invariant function on K for
each X # g; thus we may view |(&) as a map from g to E(K; *0), where *0
is the trivial K & M-module. (We also use the notation *0 for the trivial
M-module.) This map is, moreover, K-equivariant:
|(&)((Ad k$) X )(k)=&(:((Ad k&1)(Ad k$) X ))
=&(:((Ad((k$)&1 k)&1) X))
=|(&)(X )((k$)&1 k).
Another way of expressing this is
|(&)((Ad k) X )=Lk(|(&)(X)), k # K, X # g,
or
|(&) b Ad k=Lk b |(&), k # K.
It is immediate from this (or from the definition (1.7)) that |(&) is deter-
mined by its values at e # K:
|(&)(X)(k)=|(&)((Ad k&1) X)(e), k # K, X # g.
Clearly
|(&) | k=0.
171spectrum generating operators
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If we fix &0 # a*C , then (1.6) shows that for X, Y # g,
m(|(&)([X, Y]))=(U*, & 0+&&U*, & 0)([X, Y])
=[U*, &0+&(X ), U*, &0+&(Y )]&[U*, & 0(X ), U*, &0(Y )]
=[U*, &0(X )+m(|
(&)(X )), U*, & 0 (Y )+m(|
(&)(Y ))]
&[U*, &0(X ), U*, & 0(Y )]
=[U*, &0(X ), m(|
(&)(Y ))]&[U*, &0 (Y ), m(|
(&)(X ))],
where m(|(&)(X )) denotes multiplication by |(&)(X ). If we apply this to the
function 1 # EK (K; *0), we get
|(&)([X, Y])=U*0 , & 0(X) |
(&)(Y )&U*0 , &0(Y ) |
(&)(X ), X, Y # g; (1.8)
in particular, the expression on the right is independent of &0 .
Remark 1.1. By (1.3), U*, &\ is a left differentiation, and thus satisfies
a derivation law
U*, &\(X )(hf )=hU*, &\(X ) f+(U*0 , &\(X ) h) f, (1.9)
where again, *0 is the trivial representation of M. Here f # EK (K ; *K & M),
and h is a K-finite function; another application of (1.3) shows that such
functions (as opposed to line bundle sections with a non-zero a weight)
comprise the space EK (G; *0 , &\). By (1.6), (1.7), and (1.9),
U*, &\+_(X )(hf )=hU*, &\+_ 1(X) f+(U*0 , &\+_ 0(X ) h) f
whenever _0+_1=_.
In the special case *=*0 , (1.9) shows that the constant function 1
generates an invariant subspace for (U* 0 , &\ , u* 0) (just let f=h=1).
2. The Spectrum Generating Operator
Now specialize to the case in which P is a maximal parabolic subgroup;
then there is a nonzero H # amin with a=RH. The positive (g, a) roots form
an unbroken string [Hu, Sec. 9.4] &, 2&, ..., q&, where q # Z+, and
\&, \2&, ..., \q& is the complete list of (g, a) roots.
Remark 2.1. It is useful to work with a normalized element of a+ that
is somehow adapted to the root &. To this end, first renormalize H so that
it is dual to & under the pairing of a and a*; then renormalize the Killing
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form B of g by setting B =B(H, H)&1 B; now &H&=&&&=1 relative to B .
Explicitly, the renormalizing factor is
B(H, H )= :
q
j=1
2j2 dim g j& .
Casimir elements corresponding to Lie subalgebras of g are always com-
puted relative to B ; that is,
Cash=: =a Z2a ,
where [Za] is any B -orthonormal basis of h, in the sense that
B (Za , Zb)==a $ab ,
where =a=\1. (In particular, it is the restriction of the Killing form of g,
rather than the intrinsic Killing form of h, that is involved.) The cocycles
of Sec. 1.f are now all multiples of | :=|(&), and (1.6) becomes
(U*, r$&&U*, rv)(X )=(r$&r) m(|(X )). (2.1)
This is a key point; it guarantees that many quantities associated with the
U*, rv are affine or rational in the r parameter. Note also that
\= 12 \ :
q
j=1
j dim gj&+ &. (2.2)
For j=1, ..., q, choose a basis [Xj, _]sj_=1 of g j& with the property that
B (Xj, _ , %Xj, {)=&$_{ . Then
[X kj, _=2
&12(Xj, _+%Xj, _)]s j_=1 , [X
s
j, _=2
&12(Xj, _&%Xj, _)]sj_=1 , (2.3)
are B -orthonormal bases of
kj :=k & (gj&+g&j&), sj :=s & (gj&+g&j&),
respectively. We abuse notation and write, for example,
:
s j
_=1
(X kj, _)
2=Cask j ,
even though the kj are not subalgebras. We now consider linear combina-
tions of such Casimir elements.
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Lemma 2.2. Suppose P/U(k) has the form
P= :
q
j=1
aj Cask j (2.4)
for some constants aj # R. Then in the right regular action on functions
on K, P leaves EK (K; * |K & M) invariant; that is, RP : EK (K; * |K & M) 
EK (K; * |K & M).
Proof. Since the kj are K & M modules under the adjoint representation
and the Killing form is invariant, sj_=1 X
k
j, _X kj, _ generates a copy of
the trivial K & M module in U(k). Thus k & m commutes with each Cask j .
The required invariance follows from the right K & M covariance rule in
the definition of EK (K; * |K & M). K
Theorem 2.3. Let
P= :
q
j=1
j&1 Cask j .
Then
[RP , m(|(Y ))]=2U*, 0(Y ) on EK (K ; * |K & M), Y # s. (2.5)
Remark 2.4. We claim that each Cask j is a rational linear combination
of Casimir elements of Lie subalgebras of k which contain k & m. As a
result, all the numbers we work with will just come from abstract compact
representation theory. First note that for j=1, ..., q,
k( j )=k & m+ :
1kq
j | k
kk
is a Lie subalgebra of k. ( j | k means j divides k.) Indeed, if a, b # Z+,
[kaj , kbj] is contained in the sum of g0 and the four root spaces g(\a\b) j& .
Since [kaj , kbj] is also contained in k, it is contained in k( j ) . Then note that
since
Cask j=Cask ( j )&Cask & m& :
j<kq
j | k
Cask k ,
an expression for Cask j of the desired form (as a rational linear combina-
tion of subalgebra Casimirs) follows if similar expressions are in hand for
Cask i whenever j<iq. Thus the claim follows by induction. Note that
this construction actually gives rational linear combinations of Cask & m and
the Cask ( j ) ; in particular, all subalgebras involved contain k & m.
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Proof of Theorem 2.3. We need to show that
([RP , m(|(Y ))] f )(k&1)=
? 2(U*, 0(Y ) f )(k&1),
f # EK (K; * |K & M), Y # s, k # K.
But
([RP , m(|(Y ))] f )(k&1)=(Lk([RP , m(|(Y))] f ))(e)
=([RP , m(Lk|(Y ))] Lk f )(e)
=([RP , m(|((Ad k) Y ))] Lk f )(e),
and
(U*, 0(Y ) f )(k&1)=(Lk(U*, 0(Y ) f ))(e)
=(u(k) U*, 0(Y ) f )(e)
=(U*, 0((Ad k) Y ) u(k) f )(e)
=(U*, 0((Ad k) Y ) Lk f )(e).
Thus it is sufficient to show that
([RP , m(|(Y ))] f )(e)=
? 2(U*, 0(Y ) f )(e),
f # EK (K ; * |K & M), Y # s. (2.6)
Having reduced to the identity, we may now use the principle that if
Z1 , ..., Zk # k,
(RZ1 } } } Z k f )(e)=(&1)
k (LZk } } } Z 1 f )(e). (2.7)
This gives
([RP , m(|(Y ))] f )(e)=([LP , m(|(Y ))] f )(e)=([U(P), m(|(Y ))] f )(e).
(2.8)
Now let X be a member of some orthonormal basis (2.3) of some kj ; the
contribution of X to the right side of (2.8) is
&j&1([U(X)2, m(|(Y ))] f )(e)
=&j&1((U(X )[U(X ), m(|(Y))]+[U(X ), m(|(Y ))] U(X )) f )(e)
=&j&1((U(X) m(|([X, Y]))+|([X, Y]) U(X)) f )(e)
=&j&1((2|([X, Y]) U(X )+|([X, [X, Y]])) f )(e)
=&2j&1|([X, Y])(e)(U(X ) f )(e)&j&1|([X, [X, Y]])(e) f (e). (2.9)
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With our normalizations,
|([X, Y])(e)=B (H, [X, Y])=B ([H, X], Y)=jB (X$, Y)=jB (X$, Projs j Y ),
where X$ is the basis element of sj corresponding to X under (2.3). Thus
the contribution of the first term on the extreme right in (2.9) is, using (2.7)
again,
2B (X$, Projs j Y )(RX f )(e)=&2B (X$, Projs j Y )(RX$ f )(e)
=2B (X$, Projs j Y )(U*, &\(X$)) f )(e),
since right differentiation by elements of n yields 0. Summing over all X
(and all j ), we get a contribution of
2(U*, &\(Y )) f )(e) (2.10)
from terms of the first form on the extreme right in (2.9).
Now consider terms of the second form |([X, [X, Y ]])(e) f (e); these
contribute a total of
:
q
j=1
j&1|(ad(Cask j ) Y )(e)=B (H, (ad P) Y ), (2.11)
by the definition of |. We claim this amounts to
2\(Y )= :
q
j=1
j (dim k j ) |(Y )(e). (2.12)
(Recall (2.2).) Since everything is linear in Y, we just need to prove this for
Y=H and Y = H. Assume Y is of one of these forms, and use Remark 2.4
to express
P= :
t
i=1
vi Casl i ,
where the li are Lie algebras between k & m and k, and ci # R. If Ci (Y ) is
the value of Casl i on the smallest ad li module containing Y, then
(ad P) Y=c(Y) Y, where c(Y )= :
t
i=1
ciCi .
Thus the quantity in (2.11) is
c(Y ) B (H, Y )=c(Y ) |(Y )(e)={c(H),0,
Y=H,
Y = H.
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But
c(H )= :
q
j=1
j&1 :
s j
_=1
B (H, [Xj, _ , [Xj, _ , H]])
= :
q
j=1
:
s j
_=1
B (H, [Xj, _ , X$j, _])
= :
q
j=1
:
s j
_=1
B ([H, Xj, _], X$j, _)
= :
q
j=1
j :
s j
_=1
B (X$j, _ , X$j, _)= :
q
j=1
jsj ,
as required for (2.12).
Finally, adding the (2.10) and (2.12) contributions, we get
2(U*, &\(Y )) f )(e)+2\(Y )(e) f (e)=2(U*, 0(Y ) f )(e),
as required for (2.6), and the theorem is proved. K
The following is an easy but interesting corollary, which will eventually
be used to help in checking normalizations. Again, let *0 be the trivial
representation of M, or of K & M.
Corollary 2.5. The |(Y) for Y # s are eigenfunctions for the spectrum
generating operator RP in EK (K ; *0), with eigenvalue qj=1 j dim g j& .
Proof. We apply the commutator relation (2.5) to the function 1 and
use (2.1), (2.2), and Remark 1.1:
RP |(Y )=[RP , m(|(Y ))] 1
=2U* 0 , 0(Y) 1
=2 {U*0 , &\(Y )+ 12 \ :
q
j=1
j dim gj&+ m(|(Y ))= 1
=\ :
q
j=1
j dim gj&+ |(Y ). K
As in Sec. 1.c, if : # K , let E(K ; * |K & M ; :) be the :-isotypic component
of E(K; * |K & M). By Frobenius reciprocity, there is a natural identification
HomK (:, EK (K ; * |K & M))$HomK & M (:, * |K & M).
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We denote the property HomK & M(:, * |K & M){0 by : a * |K & M ; thus
E(K ; * |K & M ; :){0  : a * |K & M .
Since RP and Lk commute for k # K, the restriction of RP to E(K ;
* |K & M ; :) is a linear transformation ?:=?:, * |K & M # End E(K ; * | K & M ; :).
Now let V$, V be vector spaces carrying (g, K ) representations (U$, u$),
(U, u) respectively. A (g, K )-intertwining operator from (U$, u$) to (U, u) is
a linear transformation T : V$  V satisfying
Tu$(k)=u(k) T, TU$(X )=U(X ) T, all k # K, X # g.
(There is some redundancy in this, as the second relation for X # k follows
from the first together with (g, K ) compatibility. Thus we could just as well
say ``all k # K, X # s.'') Henceforth we shall just say ``intertwining operator''
or ``intertwinor'', the fact that we are working in the category of (g, K )-
modules being understood. The restriction T: of an intertwinor T to the
:-isotypic K-submodule V$(:) of V$ is a K-map, and in particular has range
in V(:). Our interest will be in the case where V is a subspace of some
E(K; * |K & M), invariant under (U*, r& , u*) for some r, and similarly for V$.
In the case where *$=*, we shall try to relate the ?: defined above to
the T: .
First, consider the (g, K)-module structure (U*, r$& , u*) on E :=
E(K ; * |K & M). Note that
Y. [ |(Y ) . and Y. [ U*, r&(Y) .
are K-maps from sE(:) to

:  ; a * | K & M
E(;),
where for ; # K ,
:  ;  HomK (s:, ;){0.
Choose ; with :  ; a * |K & M , and compress both sides of (2.5) to act
between E(:) and E(;). The results is the following, which might aptly be
termed reduction to the cocycle.
Corollary 2.6. In the situation just described,
2 ProjE(;) U*, r&(Y ) |E(:)=(?;+2r) ProjE(;) m(|(Y)) |E(:)
&ProjE(;) m(|(Y))| E(:) ?: .
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Proof. By Theorem 2.3,
2ProjE(;)U*, 0(Y) |E(:)=ProjE(;)[RP , m(|(Y))] |E(:)
=?; ProjE(;) m(|(Y)) |E(:)&ProjE(;) m(|(Y)) |E(:) ?: .
By (2.1), U*, r&(Y )=U*, 0(Y )+rm(|(Y )), and the result follows. K
This is a key step; we have now expressed all compressions of all
U*, r&(Y ) in terms of the compression of m(|(Y)). We introduce the
abbreviation
|;:(Y ) :=ProjE(;) m(|(Y )) |E(:) ;
Corollary 2.6 now reads
ProjE(;)U*, r&(Y ) |E(:)= 12 (?;|;:(Y)&|;:(Y ) ?:+2r|;:(Y )). (2.13)
Now suppose that V$ (resp. V) is a subspace of E(K; * |K & M) which is
invariant for the (g, K) representation (U*, r$& , u*) (resp. (U*, r& , u*)). Let
T : V$  V be an intertwinor; in particular,
TU*, r$&(Y)=U*, r&(Y) T, Y # s.
Compressing this to act between the isotypics V$(:) and V(;) we get, in
light of (2.13),
T;(?;|;:(Y )&|;:(Y ) ?:+2r$|;:(Y ))
=(?;|;:(Y )&|;:(Y ) ?:+2r|;:(Y )) T: (2.14)
on V$(:). (2.14) is most readily useful in the multiplicity one case, in which
dim HomK (:, EK (K ; * |K & M))=1 or 0
for each : # K . Here ?: is scalar by Schur's Lemma, and we may conclude:
Theorem 2.7. Suppose we are in the multiplicity one case, and that
V$/EK (K ; * |K & M) is invariant for (U*, r$& , u*). Then each map [: # K :
V$(:){0]  C, : [ T: , satisfying
(?;&?:+2r$) T;=(?;&?:+2r) T: (2.15)
for all :, ; # [: # K : V$(:){0], gives rise to an intertwinor T: V$ 
EK (K ; * |K & M) via T |E(:)=T:IdE(:) .
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Remark 2.8. Since s carries a real representation of K, it is self-con-
tragredient as a K module. Thus
:  ;  ;  :.
Thus we are justified in introducing the notation : W ; to replace :  ;.
Reversing the roles of : and ; in equation (2.15) shows that, apart from tri-
vialities, we need r$=&r to get consistency. In this case, (2.15) reads
(?;&?:&2r) T;=(?;&?:+2r) T: . (2.16)
From now on, unless otherwise noted, we shall study only intertwinors
between (U*, &r& , u*) (defined on a (U*, &r& , u*)-invariant subspace V$ of
EK (K ; * |K & M)) and (U*, r& , u*).
Remark 2.9. The Knapp-Stein theory [KS] leads us to expect inter-
twinors between (U, u)*, + and (U, u)w(*, +) for each w in the (g, a) Weyl
group W(a), which acts on M _a*C % (*, +). Thus what we are studying here
is the (quite usual!) situation where there is a w # W(a) which reflects r&
without moving *.
In order to view the intertwinor as a function of r, and express the inter-
twining relation in terms of functions of r, we introduce the idea of a
spectral function.
Definition 2.10. Let Rat(r) be the field of rational functions in the com-
plex parameter r. Given *, a weak spectral function is a function Z(r; *, :) in
Rat(r) for each fixed :, with the following property: If A is the operator
:
: a *K & M
v: [ :
: a *K & M
Z(r; *, :) v:
on Rat(r)C EK (K ; *K & M), where v: # EK (K ; *K & M ; :), then AU*, &r&(X )
=U*, r&(X ) A for all X # g.
Remark 2.11. (2.16) is the motivation behind the term spectrum
generating operator. The idea is to choose T:0 on some K-type :0, then
``travel'' around to other K-types : via strings
:0 W :1 W } } } W :N&1 W :N=:.
Roughly speaking, so long as consistency is maintained, an intertwinor
results. Viewing everything as a function of r, what we are really con-
structing is a weak spectral function Z(r; *, :). (2.16) is then viewed as an
equation in rational functions:
(?;&?:&2r) Z(r; *, ;)=(?;&?:+2r) Z(r; *, :). (2.17)
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It follows directly from Definition 2.10 that the validity of (2.17) for
all : W ; is a sufficient condition for Z(r; *, :) to be a weak spectral
function. It is not a necessary condition, since it is a priori possible that
; W :, but that ; cannot be reached in one step from : by application
of m(|(g)).
Definition 2.12. A spectral function is a function Z(r; *, :) in Rat(r)
for each fixed :, satisfying (2.17).
Remark 2.13. The location of zeros and poles of a spectral function
indicates invariant subspaces, as follows: suppose we start with a subspace
V of EK (K ; * |K & M) (often EK (K ; * |K & M) itself) which is invariant under
(U*, r& , u*) for every r # C. If r0 # C and m # Z, let Vm(r0) be the span of the
isotypics V(:) with (r&r0)m Z(r; *, :) regular at r0 . Then
} } } /V&1(r0)/V0(r0)/V1(r0)/ } } } . (2.18)
If Vm 0(r0)=V for some m0 , then Vm 0&1 is the null space of an intertwinor
on V with eigenvalues ((r&r0)m0 Z(r; *, :)) | r=r 0 . In particular, Vm0&1 is
invariant for (U*, &r 0& , u*). Continuing inductively, each Vm&1 is the null
space of an intertwinor on Vm with eigenvalues ((r&r0)m Z(r; *, :)) | r=r 0 ,
and thus is invariant for (U*, &r0& , u*).
Note that if we multiply a spectral function Z(r; *, :) by a rational func-
tion `(r) which does not depend on :, we still have a spectral function.
Moreover, passage from Z(r; *, :) to `(r) Z(r; *, :) has no effect on the
invariant subspace chain (2.18), though it may change the indexing of this
chain in a way that depends on r0 . It is usually most convenient to nor-
malize a spectral function to be 1 on some chosen K-type :0 as above. As
long as the set of K-types : with : a * |K & M is connected under the selec-
tion rule, (2.17) together with such a normalization uniquely determines
the spectral function, if one exists. In addition, with such a normalization
it is automatic that Z(0; *, :)=1 for all : a *.
Remark 2.14. The spectrum-generating procedure is perfectly adapted
to deciding questions of unitary. For real r, an invariant sesquilinear form
on a subquotient of a given (U*, r& , u*) generally takes the form ( } , T } ),
where ( } , } ) is some natural (not necessarily positive definite) sesquilinear
form, and T is an intertwinor. The unitarity question is then just the
question of positive definiteness for ( } , T } ). The procedure described in
Remark 2.11 allows us to judge such questions just by observing the signs
of the linear-in-r quantities ?;&?:\2r. We shall look at the question of
invariant inner products in more detail in Sec. 5.
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3. Examples: Spectral Functions and Composition Series
In our first three examples, G will have real rank 1. In this setting, Amin is
one-dimensional, MAN=Mmin AminNmin is (up to conjugacy) the only
maximal parabolic subgroup, and M/K. Our induced representations
(U*, r& , u*) are the principal series.
3.a. G=Spin0(n+1, 1).
Here K$Spin(n+1) and M$Spin(n). The embeddings m  k  g are
``standard''; i.e., in the defining matrix representation of g=so(n+1, 1),
one takes the upper left block of size n+1 to get k$so(n+1), and the
upper left block of size n to get m$so(n). GMAN=KM is diffeomorphic
to the sphere Sn. The root spaces g\& carry the defining representation of
so(n), and in particular have dimension n. Our normalization of the Killing
form from Remark 2.1 is B =B2(dim g&)=B2n. By [He, p. 566], the
invariant Riemannian metric on KM obtained by left translation of &B is
the standard metric on S n ; i.e. that with constant sectional curvature 1. In
the defining representation of so(n+1, 1), the normalized Killing form is
B (X, Y)=&12 tr XY.
The K-to-M branching rule and the effect of Casimir operators are con-
veniently expressed in terms of the highest weights of Spin(m)-modules for
m=n+1, n. Recall that the dual of Spin(2k+1), k1, is parametrized by
k-tuples { # Zk _ ( 12+Z)
k with
{1{2 } } } {k0.
The dual of Spin(2k), k1, is parametrized by k-tuples { # Zk _ ( 12+Z)
k with
{1{2 } } } |{k |.
The irreducible representations which factor through SO(2k+1) or SO(2k)
are exactly those for which { # Zk. We shall sometimes abuse notation by
identifying an irreducible representation with its highest weight.
The branching rules are given in, e.g., [IT]. For a standard embedding
Spin(m)/Spin(m+1), if { (resp. _) is an irreducible representation of
Spin(m+1) (resp. Spin(m))
mult({; _) :=dim HomSpin(m)({ | Spin(m) , _)=0 or 1,
with mult({, _)=1  {1&_1 # Z and
{1_1{2_2 } } } _m2&1{m2|_m2 |, m even,
{1_1{2_2 } } } _m2|{m2+1 |, m odd.
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In particular, we are always in the multiplicity one case. In the notation of
Sec. 2, the above tells us whether : a * for : # K , * # M .
The spectrum-generating element of U(k) is
P=Cask&Casm .
With the normalization B (X, Y )=&12 tr XY, the Casimir operator of so(m)
takes the value
{(Casso(m))=({+2\so(m) , {) ,
where 2\so(m)=(m&2, m&4, ..., m&2[m2])
on the irreducible Spin(m)-module with highest weight {.
Consider the problem of computing ?;&?: for * # M ; :, ; # K ; : a *;
and ; a *. The : and ; isotypic submodules of EK (K ; *) are determined by
the left action of K, while the spectrum generating operator is built using
right derivatives. But by (2.7), for any P # U(k) of the form (2.4), RP and
LP agree as differential operators at the identity. Cancelling the Casm con-
tributions at : and ; (both of which are *(Casm)), and then computing the
Cask contributions in the left regular representation, we get
?;&?:=;(Cask)&:(Cask)=( ;&:, ;+:+2\k) .
This quantity comes into play when : W ;. To determine when this
happens, note that s carries the defining representation (1, 0, ..., 0) of k. Let
ea be the [(n+1)2]-tuple with 1 in the a th entry and 0 in all other entries.
By, e.g., [F], ; occurs as a summand in (1, 0, ..., 0): if and only if
;=:\ea for some a # [1, 2, ..., [(n+1)2]],
or
n+1 is odd, :n2{0, and ;=:. (3.1)
Thus we just need to compute
?:+ea&?:=n+2&2a+2:a .
Theorem 3.1. Let * # M . Suppose it is not the case that
n+1 is odd, *n2&1{0. (3.2)
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Let :0 a * be some choice of a particular K-type in EK (K ; *). Then
Z(r; *, :)= `
[(n+1)2]
a=1
1 \n2+1&a+:a+r+ 1 \
n
2
+1&a+:0a&r+
1 \n2+1&a+:a&r+ 1 \
n
2
+1&a+:0a+r+
(3.3)
is the unique spectral function for EK (K ; *) which is normalized to
Z(r; *, :0)=1.
Proof. We apply the process described in Remark 2.11. This is consis-
tent unless : W : is possible for some K-type :; by (3.1), this happens if and
only if (3.2) holds. K
Remark 3.2. In fact, the consistency problem is just mentioned arises
only when
n+1 is odd, *n2{0; (3.4)
this is a stronger condition than (3.2). For if (3.2) holds and *n2=0, the
(g, K ) representation carried by EK (K ; *) can be ``upgraded'' to a (g1 , K1)
representation with G1=O(n+1, 1) if * # Zn2, or G1 the corresponding
extension of Spin(n+1, 1). If :n2{0, there are two representations :\ of
K1 which restrict to : (labelled \ according to the effect of &I # O(n+1)).
Since s carries the defining representation of O(n+1), in which &I act by
&1, the representations :\ are interchanged upon tensoring with s:
HomK1(s:
\, :\)=0, HomK 1 (s:
\, :)=1.
Since K-types appear with multiplicity 0 or 1, only one of these K1-types,
:+ or :&, can appear in the K1-type decomposition of EK (K; *). Thus
when *n2=0, we really do not reach the : summand from itself via one
application of g.
Remark 3.3. If (3.4) holds, the consistency problem is in the nature of
things. Recall Remark 2.9. In the situation (3.4), W(a)$[\1], and the
nontrivial element w of W(a) carries (*, &r&) to (* , r&), where * =
(*1 , ..., *n2&1 , &*n2).
Since :a&a strictly decreases as a increases, the spectral function
produces at most 4 composition factors, which are readily obtained from
the spectral function (3.3) by careful bookkeeping; see Sec. 4 for an
example.
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Remark 3.4. Suppose n2 and *0 is the trivial M-module (0, ..., 0).
Then
EK (K ; *0)$K 
j # N
( j, 0, ..., 0).
The summand Ej in EK (K ; *0) which is K-isomorphic to ( j, 0, ..., 0) consists
of the j th order spherical harmonics on Sn=KM. Since our metric &B on
Sn is the standard one, the eigenvalue of the Laplacian 2 on Ej is
j (n&j+1). This identifies the ``quantum number'' j as an operator: if B=
- 2+((n&1)2)2 (i.e., B is the operator with eigenvalue j+(n&1)2 on
Ej ), then our spectral function gives the eigenvalue of the operator
D2r=
1 \B+12+r+ 1 \
n
2
&r+
1 \B+12&r+ 1 \
n
2
+r+
.
This expression for the intertwinor in the case of complementary series
representations has been useful in the study of the Moser-Trudinger
inequality [Be] and of the functional determinant [Bra2, Bra3]. Since
(B+a)(B&a)=B2&a2 is a polynomial in 2 for any constant a, D2r is a
differential operator when r # Z+ (see [Bra1, Remark 2.23]). Similarly, on
differential k-forms for 1k(n&2)2, the intertwinor is
D2r, k=
1 \n+22 &r+
1 \n+22 +r+
_{
1 \B1+12+r+ (n&2k+2r)
1 \B1+12&r+ (n&2k&2r)
$d
2
+
1 \B0+12+r+
1 \B0+12&r+
$d
2 = ,
where d is the exterior derivative, $ is the formal adjoint of d, and 2=
$d+d$ is the form Laplacian. Here
B1=$d+\n&12 &k+
2
, B0=d$+\n+12 &k+
2
.
Note that the cohomology of S n vanishes outside dimensions 0 and n,
so the Hodge decomposition splits k-forms into R($)R(d ) (where R
means ``range'' here); the Hodge pojections are $d2 and d$2. Besides our
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spectral function, we have just used the fact that the K-types :j, 1 :=
(1+j, 1k , 0[(n+1)2]&(k+1)) (resp. :j, 0 :=(1+j, 1k&1 , 0[(n+1)2]&k)) must lie
in R($) (resp. R(d )) for j # N. Here 1p denotes a string of p ones, and
0q denotes a string of q zeros. That the K-types must lie in the Hodge
summands given follows from the fact that d and $ are K-invariant, and
thus the k-forms have the K-types :j, 1 in common with the (k+1)-forms,
and the K-types :j, 0 in common with the (k&1)-forms.
As a check on our normalizations, recall from Remark 1.1 that the con-
stant function 1 must generate an invariant subspace for U* 0 , &\ ; this is the
case r&=\, i.e. r=n2, and this checks with the above. As another check,
note that the spectrum generating operator is just the Laplacian in this
case, and that the |(Y) are in the E1 summand of EK (K ; *0). (We do not
even need to compute the |(Y) to conclude this; we just need to know that
they are reachable from the function 1 via one application of the selection
rule.) The Laplace eigenvalue on E1 is n, and this checks with Corollary 2.5.
3.b. G=SU(n+1, 1)
Here k$s(u(n+1)_u(1)) and m$s(u(n)_u(1)). We use the notations
Aa and bBb for elements of k and m respectively, with the obvious
block diagonal meanings (a, b # C, A # u(n+1), B # u(n)); this also explains
how m sits inside k. For A, a, B, b as just described, tr A+a=tr B+2b=0.
(See [Ba] for details.) The typical element of k (resp. m^) can be represented
by an (n+2)-tuple :=(:~ , :n+2)=(:1 , ...:n+2), where if 1 is a list of n+2
ones, : and :+c1 represent the same element of k for any constant c.
Similarly, the typical element of m^ can be represented by an (n+2)-tuple
;=(#0 ; #~ ; #0), where ; and ;+c1 represent the same element.
There are two positive (g, a) roots, & and 2&; the corresponding root
space carry, respectively, the defining and trivial representations of su(n).
Our normalization of the killing form gives (X, Y) =&12 tr XY in the
defining representation of g. Let l be the function that sums the entries of
a k-tuple, for any k. The irreducible (su(n+1)0)-module (.:~ , V:~ ) with
highest weight :~ # Rn+1, l(:~ )=0, has
.:~ (Cassu(n+1)0)=2 (:~ +2\~ , :~ ) .
Here 2\~ =(n, n&2, ..., &n) is the sum of positive u(n+1) roots. Alter-
natively, for any u(n+1)-module with the given restriction to su(n+1),
with highest weight :~ ,
.:~ (Cassu(n+1)0)=2 {(:~ +2\~ , :~ ) & l(:~ )
2
n+1= .
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To get values for Cask , we need to add to Cassu(n+1)0 the contribution
of the central element W=iIn+1 (&(n+1) i ), which is orthogonal to
su(n+1)0. Note that &W&2=(n+1)(n+2)2. The effect of W in the
representation (.: , V:) with highest weight :=(:~ , :n+2) is
.:(W )=i(l(:~ )&(n+1) :n+2), (3.5)
so &.:(W2)=(l(:~ )&(n+1) :n+2)2. As a result,
.:(Cask)=2 {(:~ +2\~ , :~ ) & l(:~ )
2
n+1
+
(l (:~ )&(n+1) :n+2)2
(n+1)(n+2) = .
Note that this quantity is invariant under the translation : [ :+c1. This
is as it should be, since : and :+c1 define the same element of the dual
to the maximal torus of g.
Suppose that .: branches down to a given m-representation with highest
weight
#=(#0 ; #2 , #3 , ..., #n+1 ; #0)=(#0 , #~ , #0).
Let l be the subalgebra m+k2/k. The spectrum generating operator is
P=Cask 1+
1
2 Cask 2=Cask&
1
2 Casl&
1
2 Casm . (3.6)
Thus we need to calculate the effect of Casl . But since it is differences of
P eigenvalues that we are interested in, we are entitled to work modulo
functions of the M-type alone. Thus we just need the effect of Y=
i0 (&i ) # z(l). We compute this using the central elements W of k
and Z=(&ni2) iIn (&ni2) of m, since W&Z=(n+2) Y2. .:(W )
is given by (3.5). .:(Z) can be calculated on the highest m-weight
vector, where it is il (#~ ) & ni#0 . Recall the branching rule [Ba]:
(:~ , :n+2) a (#0 , #~ , #0) if and only if all entries of (:~ , #~ ) agree mod 1, and
:1#2:2 } } } #n+1:n+1 ,
(3.7)
l(:)=l(;).
The branching rule has multiplicity one, so the K-finite vectors are just
EK (K ; #)$K 
: a #
V: .
Note that (3.7) is invariant under : [ :+c1, # [ #+c1. On the highest
m-weight vector, (3.7) shows that .(Z) acts as (i2)[&n:n+2&nl(:~ )+
(n+2) l(#~ )]. And on the unique l-type branching up to our k-type and
down to our m-type,
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.:(W&Z)=
n+2
2
.:(Y )=i
n+2
2
(l(:~ )&l(#~ )&:n+2),
so .(Y )=i(l(:~ )&l(#~ )&:n+2).
Since &Y&2=1,
.=(Casl).(l(:~ )&l(#~ )&:n+2)2,
where ``.'' means modulo functions of the m-type alone (i.e. of #0 and #~ ).
This quantity is invariant under : [ :+c1, # [ #+c1.
By the above, the eigenvalue of the spectrum generating operator is
.:(Cask& 12 Casl).2 [(:~ +2\~ , :~ ) &2l(:~ ) #0].
A natural representative of the class [#+c1] is gotten by assuming that
l(#)=0, that is, &2#0=l(#~ ). By (3.7), l(:) will also vanish for : a ;. With
this choice,
.:(P).2[(:~ +2\~ , :~ ) +l(:~ ) l(#~ )],
so that
?;&?:=2[( ; +:~ +2\~ , ; &:~ ) +l(#~ )(l(; )&l(:~ ))]. (3.8)
The selection rule has : W ; iff ; =:~ \ei , where i # [1, ..., n+1]. (See,
e.g., [K].) By (3.8),
?:+ei&?:=2[n+3+2:i&2i+l(#~ )]. (3.9)
We now apply the process described in Remark 2.11 to obtain:
Theorem 3.5. For # as above, and :0 some fixed K-type with :0 a #,
Z(r; #, :)= `
n+1
i=1
1 ( 12 (n+3)+:i&i+
1
2 l (#~ )+
1
2 r)
_1 ( 12 (n+3)+:
0
i &i+
1
2 l(#~ )&
1
2r)
1 ( 12 (n+3)+:i&i+
1
2 l (#~ )&
1
2 r)
_1( 12 (n+3)+:
0
i &i+
1
2 l (#~ )+
1
2 r)
is the unique spectral function for EK (K ; #) which is normalized to
Z(r; #, :0)=1.
In the special case ; =0, all K-types : have :~ of the form ( j, 0, ..., 0, &k),
where j, k # N. These are the monomials of holomorphic homogeneity j and
antiholomorphic homogeneity k on the CR manifold KM$S2n+1. Here
the spectral function is (choosing :~ 0=(0, ..., 0))
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Z0(r; j, k)=
1 \12 (n+1)+j+
1
2
r+ 1 \12 (n+1)&
1
2
r+
1 \12 (n+1)+j&
1
2
r+ 1 \12 (n+1)+
1
2
r+
}
1 \&12 (n&1)&k+
1
2
r+ 1 \&12 (n&1)&
1
2
r+
1 \&12 (n&1)&k&
1
2
r+ 1 \&12 (n&1)+
1
2
r+
. (3.10)
In the case r=1, we recover the eigenvalues of the CR sub-Laplacian on
S2n+1 found earlier by N. Stanton [St]:
Z0(1; j, k)=\n2+j+\
n
2
+k+ . (3.11)
Recall from Remark 1.1 that the constant function 1 should generate an
invariant subspace when r&=\; that is, when r=n+1. The fact that this
is also predicted by (3.10) can be considered as a check on our normaliza-
tions. Another check comes from Corollary 2.5, which requires that
?(1, 0, ..., 0)=?(0, ..., 0, &1)=2(n+1)
when ; =0; this follows from (3.9).
3.c. G=F4(&20)
Here K$Spin(9), and s carries the spin representation 79 of K.
M$Spin(7), but the embedding of Spin(7) into Spin(9) is not standard.
There are two positive (g, a) roots, & and 2&; g& carries the (8-dimensional)
spin representation 77 of M, and g2& carries the (7-dimensional) defining
representation 417 .
The K-to-M branching rule is given in [Ba], and serves to describe the
embedding of M in K. (Recall our discussion in Sec. 3.a of the weight
arithmetic of the various Spin(k).) Given a K-module of highest weight
:=(:1 , :2 , :3 , :4), we first branch down to Spin(8) in the standard way.
Suppose $=($1 , $2 , $3 , $4) is a Spin(8)-irreducible summand in this
decomposition. We then ``twist'' $ to get A$,
A=
1
2 \
1
1
1
&1
1
1
&1
1
1
&1
1
1
&1
1
1
1+ .
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We then branch A$ to Spin(7) in the standard way. In brief,
: |M$M 
:  $

A$  *
*, (3.12)
where ``  '' (and ``  '', to be used below) are the ordinary Spin(k) branching
rules from Sec. 3.a.
Another way of describing the ``twist'' A is as follows: Consider the
fundamental representations 418 , 4
2
8 , 7
+
8 , 7
&
8 of Spin(8), with highest
weights (1, 0, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0, 0), ( 12 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2), (
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 , &
1
2) respectively. (Note
that all of these except 428 are 8-dimensional.) A interchanges 4
1
8 and 7
&
8 ;
and leaves 428 and 7
+
8 fixed. Thus A implements an involutive auto-
morphism of the representation ring of Spin(8), which is generated by the
fundamental representations. Note also that A fixes \so(8)=(3, 2, 1, 0), and
is an isometry; thus the so(8) Casimir will assign the same value to $
and A$.
The branching rule (3.12) has multiplicity in general. However, for a
dominant M-weight of the form *=( p, 0, 0), where p # N, we do have
multiplicity one. Specifically,
( p, 0, 0)  ( p+j, q, 0, 0) wA 12 ( p+q+j, p+q+j, p&q+j, &p+q&j )
 ( 12 ( p+q+j )+k,
1
2 ( p+q+j ),
1
2 ( p&q+j )+l,
1
2 ( p&q+j ))=: : (3.13)
under the process described above. Here the parameters j, k, q, l are natural
numbers, and 0lqp. What we have done is to follow the branching
history (3.13) leading from : to *. Note that l is a copy of so(8), and that
the value of Casl can be computed either before or after multiplication of
the so(8)-type $ by A. The rule has multiplicity one because the parameters
j, q, k, l can be recovered from * and ::
j=:2+:4&p, q=:2&:4 , k=:1&:2 , l=:3&:4 .
Thus
E(K ; ( p, 0, 0))$ K 
0lqp
j, k, q, l # N
( 12 ( p+q+j )+k,
1
2 ( p+q+j ),
1
2 ( p&q+j )+l,
1
2 ( p&q+j )).
Since s carries the spin representation of K, the selection rule is deter-
mined by the fact that ; is a summand in the K-decomposition of s:
if and only if each |;i&:i |= 12 . (This can be seen, for example, from
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Steinberg's formula [Hu, Sec. 24.4].) Thus for * and : as above, there
are up to 16 K-types ; with ; W :. With our normalizations, the Casimir
operators of k and its various Spin(k) subalgebras are 4 times the values
used in Sec. 3.a. (3.6) holds in the present setting, so
?:.2[(:1+:3)(:1+:3+10)+(:1&:3)(:1&:3+4)]
.2[(:1+:3+5)2+(:1&:3+2)2] (3.14)
where ``.'' means modulo functions of * (i.e., of p) alone. We have proved
the following:
Theorem 3.6. With * as above, the unique spectral function for EK (K ; *)
which is normalized to Z(r; *, :0)=1, for a choice of :0 a * with
:01=:
0
3=
1
2 p, is
Z(r; *, :)=
1 (:1+:3+ 112 +
1
2 r) 1 ( p+
11
2 &
1
2 r)
1 (:1+:3+ 112 &
1
2 r) 1 ( p+
11
2 +
1
2 r)
_
1 (:1&:3+ 52+
1
2 r) 1 (
5
2&
1
2 r)
1 (:1&:3+ 52&
1
2 r) 1 (
5
2+
1
2 r)
=
1 ( p+j+k+l+ 112 +
1
2 r) 1 ( p+
11
2 &
1
2r)
1 ( p+j+k+l+ 112 &
1
2r) 1 ( p+
11
2 +
1
2 r)
_
1 (q+k&l+ 52+
1
2 r) 1 (
5
2&
1
2 r)
1 (q+k&l+ 52&
1
2r) 1 (
5
2+
1
2 r)
=: Zp(r; j, q, k, l ).
The specialization of this formula to the case of scalar functions (the
choice *=*0=(0, 0, 0)) can be compared with [J1, Sec. 5]. This sets all
p, q, l parameters above to zero; after chasing through the notation and
\-shifts, one finds agreement. As a check on our normalizations, Remark
1.1 predicts that in the special case *=*0 , the constant functions form an
invariant subspace when r=11; this is also nicely predicted by the spectral
function. Another check comes from Corollary 2.5, which requires the
( 12 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2) summand in EK (K ; *0) to carry the eigenvalue 22 under the
spectrum generating operator; this follows from (3.14). (Note that (3.14) is
only good for computing differences of ?: , so we must subtract the right-
hand side at (0, 0, 0, 0) from the right-hand side at ( 12 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2).)
3.d. G=Spin0(2, n), n4 even
Here we consider the maximal parabolic P for which GP is the 4-fold
cover of the compactified Minkowski space of dimension n; see, e.g., [O3 ].
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In more detail, Spin0(2, n+2) is a 4-fold cover of SO0(2, n+2); the corre-
sponding M's are related by a double covering map. The space G$P$,
where G$=SO0(2, n+2) and P$ is its maximal parabolic, is the double
cover S1_S n&1 of compactified Minkowski space (S1_S n&1)Z2 (in
which the Z2 action comes from the product of antipodal maps on S1 and
on S n&1). GP is a double cover of S 1_S n_1 obtained from the standard
double covering of the S1 factor.
On the Lie algebra level, let [Lij : &1i< j n] be the standard basis
of g with [Lij , Ljk]==jLik , where
&=&1=&=0==1= } } } ==n=1,
and with [Lij , Lkl ]=0 if i, j, k, l are distinct. (Here Lji=&Lij by conven-
tion if j>i.) Then l is the copy of so(2)_so(n) generated by L&1, 0 and the
Lab for 1a<bn. a is generated by H :=L&1, n , and m is the copy of
so(1, n&1) generated by the Luv for 0u<vn&1. k & m is the copy of
so(n&1) generated by the Lst for 1s<tn&1. There is one positive
(g, a) root &; the root spaces g\& being generated by the Lu, nL&1, u
respectively, 0un&1. Each root space carries the defining representa-
tion of m; note than the root space projection k i is reducible under k & m.
On the group level, K (resp. M, K & M) is a copy of Spin(2)_Spin(n)
(resp. Spin0(1, n&1), Spin(n&1)).
For the spectrum generating element P of U(k), &P is a sum of squares;
this means that the spectrum generating operator RP is of Laplace (and
not d'Alembert) type. This points up the fact that though K(K & M) and
GP agree as manifolds, they have different natural geometries. The
K-invariant metric on K(K & M) is Riemannian, while in the present case,
the natural metric on GP (which is G-invariant only up to multiplication
by a positive function) is Lorentzian. The d'Alembertian (shifted by a
constant) will turn up as an intertwinor for two scalar bundles once
intertwinor spectra are generated.
Given an irreducible M-module *, we find the K-decomposition of
E(K ; *K & M) as follows. First, * corresponds to an irreducible Spin(n)-
module * via the unitary trick. Second, the branching rules of Sec. 3.a
(which we shall again call  ) provide a multiplicity-free K & M$
Spin(n&1) decomposition of * , say * =+1 } } } +N . Third, each
E(K; +i ) has a multiplicity-free K-decomposition

f+* 1 # Z
f # (12) Z

:  +i
( f ):,
( f ) being the Spin(2)-type generated by the function eif{, where { is the
parameter on the S 1 factor of G$P$. ({ runs from 0 to 4? in GP.)
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The branching process has multiplicity in general, since the same : may
occur for more than one +i . In [Bra1], the differential form bundles were
handled; this is a multiplicity 2 case.
Consider the case of scalar functions, *=*0 . Then * and its restriction
to K & M are trivial, and
E(K ; *0)$K 
f # Z

j # N
( f ) ( j, 0, ..., 0). (3.15)
(Here ( j, 0, ..., 0) has n2 entries.) For the selection rule, note that
( f1) ( j1 , 0, ..., 0) is a summand in s (( f0) ( j1 , 0, ..., 0)) if and only if
| f1&f0 |=| j1&j0 |=1. This shows that E0, the direct sum of the summands
in (3.15) with f+j even, is a (g, K )-invariant subspace of E(K ; *0), as is the
corresponding odd space E1. We can thus direct our attention to getting
spectral functions for E=, ==0, 1.
Theorem 3.7. The unique spectral function Z=(r; ( f ) ( j, 0, ..., 0)) on E=
is, up to normalization,
1 ( 12 ( j+f )+
1
4 n+
1
2 r) 1 (
1
2 =+
1
4 n&
1
2 r)
2 1 ( 12 ( j&f )+
1
4 n+
1
2 r)
1 ( 12 ( j+f )+
1
4 n&
1
2 r) 1 (
1
2 =+
1
4 n+
1
2 r)
2 1 ( 12 ( j&f )+
1
4 n&
1
2 r)
.
Proof. We apply the process described in Remark 2.11, together with
the Casimir computation
?( f\1) ( j+1, 0, ..., 0)&? ( f ) ( j, 0, ..., 0)=\2 f+2 j+n. K
In the case r=1, we get a constant multiple of the operator D2 with
eigenvalues
\j+f+n&22 +\j&f+
n&2
2 +=\j+
n&2
2 +
2
&f 2. (3.16)
On the other hand, the eigenvalues of the d'Alembertian g=
&2S 1+2S n&1=({)2+2S n&1 are
&f 2+j (n&2+j )=\j+n&22 +
2
&\n&22 +
2
&f 2 ;
thus
D2=g+\n&22 +
2
(3.17)
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is the conformal d'Alembertian [O3 ]. The null space of this operator is an
invariant subspace for the (g, K ) representation (U* 0 ,&& , u*0) on E
= for
(&1)==(&1)(n&2)2. The selection rule shows further that the spaces of
positive and negative frequency waves,
W+= 
f=j+(n&2)2
( f ) ( j, 0, ..., 0),
W&= 
&f=j+(n&2)2
( f ) ( j, 0, ..., 0)
are invariant.
More generally, for r a positive integer, one gets differential intertwinors
D2r= `
(&1)p=(&1)r&1
| p|r&1
Ap , where Ap.=e&ip{D2(eip{.),
. an arbitrary smooth function. Since Ap=D2&p2&2ip({), all the
operators in the product above commute, so we need not worry about
ordering. The null space of D2r is an invariant subspace for (U*0 ,&r& , u* 0)
in E=, for (&1)==(&1)(n&2&2r)2. In fact, the generalized positive and
negative frequency spaces W+2r , W
&
2r determined by
f=j+
n&2
2
+p, &f=j+
n&2
2
+p
respectively, for p in the range above, are also invariant, as in their inter-
section F=W+2r & W
&
2r . F is nonzero when 2rn, and consists just of the
constant functions when 2r=n.
This last remark our normalizations against Remark 1.1. To check
against Corollary 2.5, we note that the |(Y ) make up the K-types
\f=j=1, and compute with (3.16).
3.e. G=Sp(n, R)
Here K(K & M)=U(n)O(n). If =i is the i th diagonal entry, then
Harish-Chandra's strongly orthogonal roots are #i=2=i (i=1, ..., n).
:1>:2> } } } >:n with spherical representations
:= :
n
i=1
mi#i , m1m2 } } } mn integers.
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There is one positive (g, a) root &. The selection rule is: s+ has highest
weight #1 , and
(s+ V:)spherical= :
n
i=1
V:+$i,
with :+$i having added 1 to the i th integer mi . With our normalizations,
?:=
n
4
(:, :+2\k),
and (2\k) i=n&2i+1. Thus
?;&?:=
n
2
(4mi+n+3&2 j ), ;=:+$i ,
and we have proved:
Theorem 3.8. In the setting just described, the unique spectral function
Z(r; :) normalized to Z(r; 0)=1 is
Z(r; :)= `
n
i=1
1 \mi+14 (n&2i+3)+
1
n
r+ 1 \14 (n&2i+3)&
1
n
r+
1 \mi+14 (n&2i+3)&
1
n
r+ 1 \14 (n&2i+3)+
1
n
r+
.
Specializing to the Capelli identity setting, in which r # N, we find agree-
ment with Sahi's formula [Sa]. The reference uses a different normaliza-
tion; this shows up as a renormalization of r.
4. Irreducibility
In addition to information on spectra of intertwining operators, the
spectrum generating relation has some power to decide questions of
irreducibility. In view of Remarks 2.11 and 2.14, this means that we can
often do a ``complete job'' on the modules (U*, r& , u*); i.e., compute the
intertwining operators, find the full composition series, and identify all
unitary subquotients. In this section, we assume that all K-types in
EK (K ; * |K & M) have multiplicity one. The basic idea is that we must find
out, in case :, ; a * |K & M and ; W : (i.e. in case : and ; occur in the
K-decomposition of EK (K ; * |K & M) and ; is a summand in s:), whether
the ; summand in EK (K ; * |K & M) can be reached from the : summand in
one step using U*, r&(g). By our result on reduction to the cocycle
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(Corollary 2.6), all information on this problem, for all r, is contained in
the corresponding problem on reaching ; from : in one step using the
cocycle, i.e. multiplication by |(g). In this section, we present an approach
to this problem based on a ``square'' of the basic commutator relation of
Theorem 2.3, and we try out the approach in an example.
It should be noted that the first principles along these lines, the generic
irreducibility result of Bruhat [Bru] and its refiniements, fall short of
resolving all irreducibility issues. The main problem is that in the non-
generic case, one needs some assurance that nontrivial subquotients do not
suffer some ``accidental'' reducibility not predicted by the spectral function.
We begin with a classical result.
Lemma 4.1. U*, r&(Casg)=r2&| \| 2+*(Casm).
Proof. Both sides of the assertion are left-K-invariant, so by (2.7), it
suffices to show that
R |E(G; *, r&)(Casg)=
? r2&| \| 2+*(Casm),
where R is the right regular representation. By (2.3),
Casg=Casm+H 2& :
q
j=1
:
s j
_=1
(Xj, _(%Xj, _)+(%Xj, _) Xj, _). (4.1)
By the right transformation rule (1.3),
R |E(G ; *, r&)((%Xj, _) Xj, _)=0,
whence
U*, r&[Xj, _(%Xj, _)+(%Xj, _) Xj, _]=U*, r&([Xj, _ , %Xj, _]).
We may assume that each Xj, _ is in some (g, amin) root space g:( j, _) ; in
particular, [Xj, _ , %Xj, _] # amin . Let X=Xj, _ . The a component of [X, %X]
is given by the calculation
B (H, [X, %X ])=B ([H, X], %X)=B ( j&(H ) X, %X)=&j.
But if s is in the Weyl group
W(M) :=NK & M(amin & m)ZK & M(amin & m)
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and h # amin , the calculation
B \s } h, :
s j
_=1
[Xj, _ , %Xj, _]+= :
s j
_=1
B ([s } h, Xj, _], %Xj, _)
= :
s j
_=1
:( j, _)(s } h),
together with the fact that the set of (g, amin) roots that restrict to j& is
W(M)-invariant, shows that W(M) fixes sj_=1 [Xj, _ , %Xj, _]. Since the
space of W(M)-fixed vectors is exactly a, we get
:
s j
_=1
[Xj, _ , %Xj, _]=&j (dim k j ) H.
Thus application of R |E(G ; *, r&) to (4.1) yields
R |E(G ; *, r&)(Casg)=*(Casm)+|&r&&\| 2
& :
q
j=1
j (r&+\)(H ) dim k j+R |E(G ; *, r&)(Z),
where Z # m & s. Since R |E(G ; *, r&)(Z) is ( } , } )-skew and all other terms are
( } , } )-symmetric, the Z contribution vanishes, and we have
R |E(G ; *, r&)(Casg)=(*(Casm)+|&r&&\| 2&2 ( \, r&+\)
=*(Casm)+r2&| \| 2,
as desired. K
Lemma 4.2. If [Yi] is an orthonormal basis of s, then
:
i
|(Yi )2=1.
Proof. The sum is a LK-invariant function on K, and thus is a con-
stant c. Since
|(H )(e)=1, |(X )=0 if X = H,
c=1. K
It will be important to us to know, in case : W ;, whether
ProjE(;) U*, r&(s) E(:){0, and whether ProjE(;) m(|(s)) E(:){0.
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Definition 4.3. Suppose : W ;. We say that
: ww
U*, r& ;  ProjE(;)U*, r&(s) E(:){0,
: w| ;  ProjE(;) m(|(s)) E(:){0.
Because Y. [ ProjE(;)U*, r&(Y ) |E(:) . and Y. [
ProjE(;) m(|(Y )) |E(:) . are K-maps to E(;)$K ;, we actually have
: ww
U *, r& ;  ProjE(;)U*, r&(s) E(:)=E(;),
: w| ;  ProjE(;)m(|(s)) E(:)=E(;).
The following shows, among other things, that the relation w| is sym-
metric, through wwU *, r& need not be.
Lemma 4.4. Suppose : W ;.
(a) : wwU *, r& ; O : w| ;.
(b) (: w| ; and : ww3 
U*, r&
;)  ?;&?:+2r=0.
(c) Let [Yi] be an orthonormal basis of s, and put
t:;=:
i
ProjE(:) m(|(Yi )) |E(;) ProjE(;) m(|(Yi )) |E(:) .
Then t:; is a scalar which is independent of the choice of orthonormal basis
[Yi ], and
: w| ;  t:;{0  ; w
| :. (4.2)
Remark 4.5. Note that t:; depends on the original M-module *, and
not just on : and ;. Because of Lemma 4.4(c), we are justified in introduc-
ing the notation : | ; to replace : w| ;.
Proof of Lemma 4.4. (a) and (b) follow from (2.13). The expression for
t:; depends only on i YiYi , and so is invariant under changes of
orthonormal basis. K-equivariance follows, since K acts isometrically on s.
Our multiplicity one assumption now shows that t:; # EndKE(:) is scalar.
For (4.2), note that for Y # s, the multiplication operator |(Y ) is formally
self-adjoint on C(K ) in the L2(K ) inner product, and that |E(:) and
Proj |E(:) are formal adjoints of each other. Thus t:; is the sum of the
operators of the form Ai*Ai , where Ai=ProjE(;)m(|(Yi )) |E(:) . In par-
ticular, t:; is nonzero if and only if at least one of the Ai is, if and only if
at least one of the Ai* is. K
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Theorem 4.6. Fix : # K with : a * |K & M .
:
; W :
(?;&?:)2 t:;=4(| \| 2&*(Casm)+:(Cask)), (4.3)
:
; W :
t:;=1. (4.4)
If ; W :, then t:;0, with equality if and only if : 3
|
;. Furthermore,
t:; dim :=t;: dim ;. (4.5)
Proof. Let [Yi ] be an orthonormal basis of s. We evaluate both sides
of (2.13) at Y=Yi and r=0, switch the roles of : and ;, compose the role-
switched formula with the original one, and sum over i to get
&(?;&?:)2 t:;=4 :
i
ProjE(:) U*, 0(Yi ) |E(;) ProjE(;) U*, 0(Yi ) |E(:) .
Summing over all ; with ; W :, we have
:
; W :
(?;&?:)2 t:;=&4 ProjE(:) U*, 0(Casg&Cask) |E(:)
=&4(ProjE(:) U*, 0(Casg) |E(:)&:(Cask)).
By Lemma 4.1, this last expression equals
4( | \| 2&*(Casm)+:(Cask)),
as desired. (4.4) is immediate from Lemma 4.2. Now recall the operators Ai
and Ai* from the proof of Lemma 4.5. Since t:;=i Ai*Ai , we have t:;0,
with equality iff : 3
|
;. Furthermore, the two sides of (4.5) are just the
traces of i Ai*Ai and i AiAi*, and thus are equal. K
Remark 4.7. In many cases, equations (4.34.5) put enough conditions
on the t:; that it is possible to compute them. In view of Lemma 4.4, such
a computation, together with the spectrum-generating apparatus, decides
all irreducibility questions for subquotients of (U*, r& , u*). In fact, we really
only need to know which t:; vanish to decide all such questions. Note that
only the dimension quotients (dim ;)(dim :) are needed to make use of
(4.5); these quotients are often easier to compute than the dimensions
themselves. By Weyl's dimension formula (see, e.g., [W, Theorem 2.4.1.6]),
dim ;
dim :
= `
_ # 7+(k)
( ;+\k , _)
(:+\k , _)
.
The product on the right often ``telescopes'' nicely to give a simple formula.
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To be specific about the determination of the full composition structure
of a (U*, r& , u*), we first define two equivalence relations on subsets J of
X(* |K & M) :=[: # K : HomK (:, EK (K ; * |K & M)){0].
We put : [)J ; iff there is a string
:=:0 W :1 W } } } W :N=; with each :i # J, (4.6)
and : [ww)
|
J ; iff there is a string
:=:0 
| :1 
| } } } | :N=; with each :i # J.
The following is immediate from the definitions and the above:
Lemma 4.8. Let J/X(* |K & M).
(a) : [ww)
|
J ; O : (]J ;.
(b) (: (]J ; but : w3(]w
|
J ;) if and only if for each string (4.6), some
t: i&1: i vanishes.
(c) Suppose V is an invariant subspace for (U*, r& , u*). Then
EK (K ; * |K & M)V$K : # J : for some J/X(* |K & M). Let J0 be a (]J
equivalence class in J, and suppose that
?;&?:+2r{0{t:; whenever :, ; # J0 , :{;, : W ;.
Then the subspace of EK (K ; * |K & M)V that is K-equivalant to : # J0 : is
invariant for (U*, r& , u*), and has no nontrivial invariant subspace.
To paraphrase, this says that if all t:;>0, then there is no ``unexpected''
reducibility, i.e. reducibility beyond that predicted by the poles and zeros
of the spectral function. To try out the method, consider the group G=
Spin0(n+1, 1) treated in Sec. 3.a, and let *=*p :=( p, 0, ..., 0). This gives
the bundle of trace-free symmetric p-tensors on Sn. For simplicity in this
discussion, suppose n5. The K-type decomposition is
EK (K ; *)$K 
0qp
j # N
( p+j, q, 0, ..., 0);
let :( j, q) denote the ( p+j, q, 0, ..., 0) summand.
The relevant Casimir data are
?:( j, q)=( p+j )( p+j+n&1)+q(q+n&3),
?:( j+1, q)&?:( j, q)=n+2( p+j ), ?:( j, q+1)&?:( j, q)=n&2+2q.
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The relevant dimension quotients are (from Weyl's dimension formula)
dim :( j+1, q)
dim :( j, q)
=
( p+j+q+n&1)( p+j&q+2)( p+j+n&2) \p+j+n+12 +
(p+j+q+n&2)( p+j&q+1)( p+j+2) \ p+j+n&12 +
,
dim :( j, q+1)
dim :( j, q)
=
( p+j+q+n&1)( p+j&q)(q+n&3) \q+n&13 +
( p+j+q+n&2)( p+j&q+1)(q+1) \q+n&32 +
.
This gives, via recursive solution of the three equations in Theorem 4.6,
t:( j, q), :( j+1, q)=
( j+1)( j+n+2p&1)( j+p+n&2)
( p+j&q+1)(2p+2 j+n&1)( p+j+n+q&2)
,
t:( j, q), :( j, q+1)=
(n+q&3)( p&q)(n+p+q&2)
(n+2q&3)( p+j&q+1)( p+j+n+q&2)
.
These quantities t:; are nonzero, as are the quantities t;: related by (4.5). Thus
all information on the composition series is contained in the spectral function
Z(r; *p , :( j, q))=
1 \n2+p+j+r+ 1 \n2+p&r+
1 \n2+p+j&r+ 1 \n2+p+r+
1 \n2&1+q+r+ 1 \n2&1&r+
1 \n2&1+q&r+ 1 \n2&1+r+
.
There can be nontrivial composition structure only if \r # (n2)&1+N.
Taking the case r>0, we get nontrivial invariant subspaces
A := 
j r&(n2)&p
:( j, q), r
n
2
+p,
B := 
qr&(n2)+1
:( j, q), r
n
2
&1,
and A & B, r
n
2
+p.
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Thus for r # (n2)&1+N, either the composition structure is trivial
(r<(n2)&1); has the nontrivial composition factors B, EK (K ; *p)B
((n2)&1 r<(n2)+p); or has the nontrivial composition factors A & B,
A(A & B), B(A & B), EK (K ; *p)(A+B). The case &r # (n2)&1+N is
now handled by duality (see Sec. 4.c below), or by noticing that
Z(&r; *p , :( j, q))=Z(r; *p , :( j, q))&1.
5. Complementary Series
It is a classical observation that the intertwining operator gives an
invariant inner product. There is an easy proof of using our basic com-
mutator relation, Theorem 2.3. Given an irreducible M-module *, suppose
that K-types in EK (K ; * |K & M) have multiplicity one, and that the set of
K-types is connected under the selection rule. Let
K* :=[ 12 (?;&?:): :, ; a * |K & M , : W ;].
Suppose there exists a spectral function, and let Z(r; *, :) be a normaliza-
tion of the spectral function in which Z(r; *, :0)=1 for some particular
:0 a * |K & M . If r  K* , let A2r be the operator
.= :
: a * | K & M
.: @w
A 2r :
: a * | K & M
Z(r; *, :) .: ,
where  .: is the K-decomposition of . # EK(K; * |K & M). (The condition
r  K* avoids poles and zeros of the spectral function.)
Lemma 5.1. If r  K* , the inner product
(., )r=(., A2r )L 2(K ; * | K & M)
on EK (K ; * |K & M) is nondegenerate and invariant for the (g, K ) representa-
tion (U*, &r& , u*).
Proof. K-invariance is immediately by construction. For g-invariance,
note first that m(|(X )) (for X # g) and RP are formally self-adjoint dif-
ferential operators in the inner product ( } , } ) gotten by integrating the
M-invariant inner product on *. (This inner product need not be positive
definite.) Thus the commutator [RP , m(|(X ))] is formally skew-adjoint in
( } , } ). But this commutator is 0 for X # k, and by Theorem 2.3, it is
2U*, 0(X ) for X # s. By Remark 2.11, A2r intertwines (U*, &r& , u*) and
(U*, r& , u*). All this justifies the following calculation for X # s:
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(., U*, &r&(X ) ) &r=(., A2rU*, &r&(X ) )
=(., U*, r&(X) A2r)
=(., (U*, 0+r|)(X) A2r)
=((&U*, 0+r|)(X) ., A2r)
=&(U*, &r&(X ) ., ) &r . (5.1)
For nondegeneracy, we just need to note that the eigenvalues of A2r are
nonzero. K
The calculation (5.1) has implications beyond the ``generic'' case r  K* .
For non-generic r, the composition structure is richer, and the classical
observation is that various regularizations of the spectral function give the
invariant inner product on subquotients.
As noted, even ( } , } ) 0=( } , } ) need not be positive definite. If it is so,
however, the ( } , } ) r will be too, for r real and |r| small: let
2R*=min[ |?;&?: |: :, ; a * |K & M , : W ;].
(By Remark 2.4, there is an integer n with all ?: # (1n) Z; thus we are
justified in saying ``min'' rather than ``inf ''.)
Lemma 5.2. Under the above assumptions, if * is a unitary M-module,
then ( } , } ) is positive definite for r in the interval (&R* , R*). As a result,
(EK (K ; * |K & M), (U*, &r& , u*)) is a unitary (g, K)-module.
Proof. For r # (&R* , R*), the numbers
?;&?:+2r
?;&?:&2r
are always real and positive. Since Z(r; *, :0)=1, the construction of
Remark 2.11 produces real and positive Z(r; *, :), thus positive operators
A2r . But if * is unitary, the induced inner product ( } , } ) above is positive
definite; this and the positivity of A2r show that ( } , } ) r is positive definite.
( } , } )r is invariant by Lemma 5.1, thus we have unitarity. K
If the (g, K ) representations in the last lemma are also irreducible, we are
justified in calling them the complementary series. Like positive definiteness,
irreducibility can be checked at r=0:
Lemma 5.3. If (U*, 0 , u*) is irreducible, then so are (U*, r& , u*) for
r # (&R* , R*). (* need not be a unitary representation of M.)
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Proof. In the notation of Sec. 4, irreducibility of EK (K ; * |K & M) under
(U*, 0 , u*) implies that the K-types are connected under 
| . (2.13) and
r # (&R* , R*) now show that EK (K ; * |K & M) is irreducible under
(U*, r& , u*). K
Remark 5.4. Putting together Lemmas 5.15.3, we find that if * is a
unitary M-module and EK (K ; * |K & M) is irreducible under (U*, 0 , u*), we
have measured the width of the complementary series: it is the minimum
|difference| of spectrum generator eigenvalues.
Finally, it is interesting to note that in an appropriate sense, the inter-
twinors for all values of r can be reconstructed from that for a single value.
Fix a nonzero r # C"K* ; For example, r might be taken from the com-
plementary series range. For compactness of notation, write Z(r, :) for
Z(r; *, :). (2.17) may be solved for ?;&?: ,
?;&?:=2r
Z(r, ;)+Z(r, :)
Z(r, ;)&Z(r, :)
,
after which we may write (2.17) at s # C,
Z(s, ;)[(r&s) Z(r, ;)+(r+s) Z(r, :)]
=Z(s, :)[(r+s) Z(r, ;)+(r&s) Z(r, :)], (5.2)
and reapply the process of Remark 2.11. (5.2) may be viewed as a func-
tional equation satisfied by the spectral function.
This is potentially useful when one has ``outside information'' on one of
the intertwinors, perhaps from conformal geometry in the case of
Spin0(n+1, 1), Spin0(2, n), or more generally Spin0( p, q); or from CR
geometry in the case of SU(n+1, 1). For instance, one might know about
the conformal d'Alembertian (3.17), or know Stanton's result (3.11) on the
spectrum of the CR sub-Laplacian. As a modest example of such a cal-
culation, we offer the following: suppose one knows about the CR sub-
Laplacian D on S2n+1 and its spectrum (3.11). As noted in connection with
(3.11), this is the case r=1. Factor D into commuting operators Dh and
Da , with eigenvalues (n2)+k and (n2)+j respectively. We immediately
get higher-order differential intertwinors corresponding to positive
integer s:
A2s=\Da&s&12 +\Da&
s&1
2
+1+ } } } \Da+s&12 +
} \Dh&s&12 +\Dh&
s&1
2
+1+ } } } \Dh+s&12 + .
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